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After years of conflict, Britannia finally knows peace and Artor reigns from his throne at

Camalot. But discontent rumbles through the kingdom. A new generation longs for the glory

their fathers knew. Medraut, the son conceived by deceit, lusts for Artor's crown -- and his

queen. Dreams of an empire draw the king to Gallia to battle again, leaving the sovereignty of

the isle in Guendivar's hands. As Artor's painful absence grows longer, the land cries out for its

champion -- and even the queen doubts his return. With the rise of revolt home to a country in

turmoil. Only he can heal the land and reclaim the kingdom -- or else the hallowed isle will be

ripped asunder once again.A darkness born and bred for revenge shadows the nation. But one

hope shines -- the Defender of Britannia.

From School Library JournalYA-This volume concludes Paxson's series on the "Matter of

Britain." The previous volumes focused on Merlin's life and his origins in prehistory; the Roman

influences underlying Arthur's values; the role played by the Saxons; and the variety of spiritual

traditions seeking to prevail in determining the fate of Britain. Book Four begins in A.D. 502

when peace has been established and Camalot rules, but Arthur soon leaves on a seemingly

hopeless quest to bring peace to Gallia. In the years of his absence, Guendivar grows in

stature and becomes a true queen; Morgause finally finds peace as a priestess of Avalon;

Medraut, Arthur's troubled son, attempts to usurp the throne; and the kingdom is once again

torn by strife. Ultimately the land itself ("the stone") asserts its power to guide the key figures

through these cataclysmic events. Though it is the end of one age, spiritual and cultural

traditions have been set in motion that will continue to guide Britain's destiny in the years to

come. Paxson's vivid retellings of the familiar story bring out the depth of its mythical and

magical qualities and should please fans of Gillian Bradshaw, Marion Zimmer Bradley, and

other writers who mix historical fiction with fantasy.Christine C. Menefee, Fairfax County Public

Library, VA Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorDiana L. Paxson is the award-winning author of The

Lord of Horses, The Wolf and the Raven, The Dragons of the Rhine, The White Raven, and

The Serpents Tooth, and coauthor (with Adrienne Martine-Barnes) of Master of Earth and

Water, The Shield Between the Worlds, and Sword of Fire and Shadow, the chronicles of Fionn

mac Cumhal. She lives in Berkeley, California.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.Review"Seamlessly blends history and legend." --- Library Journal"An accomplished

writer...I look forward to reading any of Diana Paxson's work." --- Marion Zimmer Bradley---

Marion Zimmer Bradley --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back

CoverThe Arthurian saga is one of the most enduring legends of Western civilization -- a

stirring tale of destiny, duty, faith, and majesty. In the final volume of THE HALLOWED ISLE

series, acclaimed author Diana L. Paxson concludes her journey into the classic myth -- and

calls forth the ultimate destiny of her timeless heroes.After years of conflict, Britannia finally

knows peace and Artor reigns from his throne at Camalot. But discontent rumbles through the

kingdom. A new generation longs for the glory their fathers knew. Medraut, the son conceived

by deceit, lusts for Artor's crown -- and his queen. Dreams of an empire draw the king to Gallia

to battle again, leaving the sovereignty of the isle in Guendivar's hands. As Artor's painful

absence grows longer, the land cries out for its champion -- and even the queen doubts his

return. With the rise of revolt she is forced to choose a new ruler, and Artor must return home



to a country in turmoil. Only he can heal the land and reclaim the kingdom -- or else the

hallowed isle will be ripped asunder once again.A darkness born and bred for revenge

shadows the nation. But one hope shines -- the Defender of Britannia.--This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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The Hallowed Isle thesaurus

The Hallowed Isle Book One: The Book of the Sword (Book of the Sword/Diana L. Paxson, Bk

1), The Hallowed Isle Book Two: The Book Of The Spear (Hallowed Isle, Bk 2), The Hallowed

Isle Book Three: The Book Of The Cauldron, The Hallowed Isle Book Four: The Book Of The

Stone, Avalon: A Novel, Trance-Portation: Learning to Navigate the Inner World, Highland

Raven (The Celtic Blood Series Book 1)

Ebook Tops Reader, “Arthur Like You've Never Seen Before. A fitting ending to the story begun

with the first book in the series. As I stated earlier it is an interesting interpretation of the

Arthurian legend, carrying the story to it's preordained ending in a fresh and interesting

manner.”

M. J. Keel, “Great addition to the Arthurian mythos. Diana Paxson is a master at combining the

mythical, historical, and, religious elements of Europe's dark ages (between the fall of Rome

and the rise of European nation-states in the medieval period). The Hallowed Isle is her

rendering of the often told tale of King Arthur. She sets the tale when it likely happened, a

generation after the Romans left Britain just as the Angles, Saxons, and other Germanic tribes

are carving the Western Empire into a new mosaic of kingdoms.Paxson, whose specialty is

Germanic paganism, takes a little bit different route to telling this age old legend by including

the Saxons and Angles as major characters in this drama that is usually told exclusively from

the side of the Britons adding depth and breadth to what could have been a dry rehashing of

familiar material. They are not just the bad guys, but people who have valid reasons for doing

what they do. The book is well written with few slow parts. The main characters (and there are

a lot of them) are well drawn and compelling. There are a few departures from the familiar that

might bother some hard core fans of Le Mort D' Arthur or other older renditions of this story,

but she makes up for it with a plausible setting set firmly in history. However, she does not

sacrifice the fantastic and mythical elements that make ancient Europe so fun to explore

through epic fantasy.My only complaint is that there are a few, in my opinion, needless sex

scenes that actually detract from the story. I began to wince every time the story swung

around to Beltaine b/c there would be the inevitable ritual fertility orgy. I got the idea after the

first one, thanks.Anyway, apart from that this was a very fun and informative book. Highly

recommended!”

Lee A. Bartholomew, “Be aware this is not Book 2 but all 4 books from SFBC's omnibus

edition.. Only thought to point out the confusion. if you want all 4 books get this one. I've

owned it since Feb 2000 and have no wish to part with it.”

Gonzalo Perez Benavides, “one of the greatest!. What's in a novel? A great novel has

characters that live forever in our imagination, high tension of destiny and free will, gripping

emotions, an inspiration that takes us to archetypal heights. The Hallowed Isle is that, and

more. Diana Paxson retells the most loved and haunting romance of the Western Soul,the

Arthurian cycle. The Sword, the Spear,the Cauldron,and the Stone, the Hallows, are four

books that open a fresh understanding of the myth,giving vulnerable human flesh and spirit to

the inmortal story.It's a towering book, a masterpiece. Stays inside as a beacon bringing light

to  our Arthur, our Guendivar, our Merlin,the Lady of the Lake...”



Ebook Tops Reader, “The Hallowed Isle: The Book of the Stone. I recently purchased The

Hallowed Isle (The Book of the Sword, The Book of the Spear, The Book of the Cauldron, &

The Book of the Stone. I am a major believer and admirer of King Arthur (Artor)and have read

& own many books on him, fiction & non-fiction. I do believe that of all the fiction versions of

his story I have read, Diana Paxson's is the best. She actually had me in tears at the end,

even though I of course knew the ending already. The book is beautifully and believably

written. I thoroughly enjoyed reading it & will eventually read it again. She made Artor a very

real person.”

Linda Yoder, “Great retelling. I thoroughly enjoyed reading all four books of the series and was

pleased by this take on the story. Highly recommended.”

The book by Diana L. Paxson has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 13 people have provided feedback.
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